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ABSTRACT
The formation and execution of a productive immune response requires the maturation of competent T cells and a robust
change in cellular activity upon antigen challenge. Such changes in cellular function depend on regulated alterations to protein
expression. Previous research has focused on defining transcriptional changes that regulate protein expression during T-cell
maturation and antigen stimulation. Here, we globally analyze another critical process in gene regulation during T-cell
stimulation, alternative splicing. Specifically, we use RNA-seq profiling to identify 178 exons in 168 genes that exhibit robust
changes in inclusion in response to stimulation of a human T-cell line. Supporting an important role for the global coordination
of alternative splicing following T-cell stimulation, these signal-responsive exons are significantly enriched in genes with
functional annotations specifically related to immune response. The vast majority of these genes also exhibit differential
alternative splicing between naive and activated primary T cells. Comparison of the responsiveness of splicing to various
stimuli in the cultured and primary T cells further reveals at least three distinct networks of signal-induced alternative
splicing events. Importantly, we find that each regulatory network is specifically associated with distinct sequence features,
suggesting that they are controlled by independent regulatory mechanisms. These results thus provide a basis for elucidating
mechanisms of signal pathway–specific regulation of alternative splicing during T-cell stimulation.
Keywords: RNA-seq; T cells; alternative splicing; cell signaling; cell stimulation

INTRODUCTION
A hallmark of the human adaptive immune system is the
ability of T cells to detect foreign antigen and direct an
appropriate functional response. The detection of foreign antigen occurs through the T-cell receptor (TCR)
and triggers an extensive array of receptor-proximal signaling proteins that, in turn, initiate a broad network
of signaling cascades (Smith-Garvin et al. 2009). These
antigen-activated signaling pathways result in changes in
cell morphology and migration, secretion of cytokines
and/or cytotoxins, and other effector activities (SmithGarvin et al. 2009). Not surprisingly, many of these antigeninduced changes in cellular activity are conferred through
changes in gene expression (Naito et al. 2011). Thus, the
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activity of the human immune system relies on the ability
of T cells to undergo extensive changes in protein expression in response to antigen-triggered signaling pathways.
Most previous studies regarding gene regulation in
T cells have focused on transcription (Smith-Garvin et al.
2009; Beurel et al. 2010; Naito et al. 2011). However, despite increasing evidence that post-transcriptional gene
control is also an important feature of T-cell activation
(Lynch 2004; Sandberg et al. 2008), relatively little is known
about the regulation and biological roles of alternative premRNA processing following stimulation of the immune
system. Alternative splicing, in particular, is a ubiquitous
mechanism for regulating gene expression. The vast majority of human genes are spliced in more than one pattern
to give rise to multiple distinct mRNA isoforms that differ either in their coding sequence or in the presence of
cis-regulatory signals that control expression (Pan et al.
2008; Wang et al. 2008). Importantly, variant proteins expressed from a single gene via alternative splicing often
act in competition or opposition to one another, such
that even small changes in the ratio of protein isoforms
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expressed from a given gene can have a dramatic effect on
cellular function (Clower et al. 2010; David and Manley
2010; Goehe et al. 2010; Nilsen and Graveley 2010). Moreover, there is a growing number of cell types in which
various stimuli have been shown to alter global splicing
patterns (Ip et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2007; Hartmann et al.
2009).
A few genes such as that encoding the transmembrane
phosphatase CD45, have well-characterized alternative splicing events that undergo pronounced changes in response
to T-cell activation, in a manner that has important physiological consequences for immune function (Jacobsen
et al. 2000, 2002; Hermiston et al. 2002; Lynch 2004).
In particular, the skipping of three variable exons of the
CD45 pre-mRNA upon T-cell activation reduces the phosphatase activity of the molecule, which contributes to
attenuation of T-cell signaling and prevention of autoimmune disease (Jacobsen et al. 2000, 2002; Hermiston et al.
2002). This and other precedents for the importance of
alternative splicing in immune responses suggests that
determining the full profile of alternative splicing changes
induced by T-cell stimulation is critical for a complete
understanding of the cellular consequences of antigen
challenge.
Here we use high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to investigate global changes in alternative splicing
in a cultured T-cell line and in primary human T cells.
We identify 178 genes that are predicted to exhibit robust
signal-induced changes in isoform expression in cultured
T cells, and provide independent confirmation of such
changes for about 40 of these genes. Importantly, at least
80% of these signal-induced splicing changes have not
previously been described as regulatory events. A large
percentage of these genes are enriched in functions related
to immunobiology, including components of several of the
critical signaling pathways that mediate T-cell effector
function, thus underscoring the likely importance of these
alternative splicing events for proper T-cell function. Finally,
by comparing alternative splicing induced by different stimuli in the cultured cell line with that in primary cells,
we provide evidence for at least four distinct signaling
pathways from cell stimulation to alternative splicing. One
of these pathways is shared between the primary and
cultured T cells, while we also identify alternative splicing
events that are unique to primary human peripheral
T cells or the cultured T-cell line. Collectively, our results
significantly expand knowledge of genes that are regulated
at the level of alternative splicing in response to cellular
signaling, and also the signals that lead to such changes.
We further identify novel cases of altered isoform expression involving genes that have critical functions in response to TCR signaling in human peripheral T cells, and
we provide insight into the relationship between TCR signaling in primary cells and in a commonly used cultured
T-cell line.
1030
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RESULTS
Global analysis of signal-induced alternative splicing
and gene expression changes in the T-cell line JSL1
Given previously reported examples of the physiological
relevance of signal-induced changes in gene expression to
T-cell activity (Lynch 2004; Sandberg et al. 2008; SmithGarvin et al. 2009; Naito et al. 2011), it is important to gain
a more comprehensive view of how alternative splicing is
used to control protein expression downstream from TCRmediated signaling. To accomplish this, we used RNA-seq
to quantify differential expression of alternate mRNA isoforms using the JSL1 human T-cell line. Stimulation of
JSL1 cells with PMA triggers signals that mimic aspects of
mature TCR signaling (Lynch and Weiss 2000; and see
below). Total RNA was harvested from three independent
samples each of resting and PMA-stimulated JSL1 cells;
these samples were pooled; poly(A)+ mRNA was then
isolated and used to generate cDNA libraries for RNA-seq
analysis (see Materials and Methods). Between 45 and 48
million reads were obtained from the resting and PMAstimulated samples and were mapped to genomic DNA
sequence. Nonmapping reads were then aligned to a reference database comprising a comprehensive set of cDNA/
EST-supported splice junction sequences (Fig 1A; Pan et al.
2008). By counting the relative ratios of reads that map
uniquely to junctions representing exon inclusion and exon
skipping, estimates for the percentage of transcripts with
alternative exon inclusion (%In) were derived.
By applying minimal RNA-seq read coverage levels required to derive reliable estimates for alternative splicing
levels, %In values could be determined for about 11,000
exons in both the resting and stimulated cell samples (Supplemental Table S1). Approximately 10% (929 of 10,637)
of these exons exhibited at least a 10-point change in
predicted %In between the resting and stimulated cells
(Supplemental Table S1). This rate of predicted differential
inclusion is consistent with a previous, smaller-scale analysis
in which changes in %In were detected in 5%–10% of
profiled alternative exons upon T-cell stimulation (Ip et al.
2007).
To focus on the most pronounced signal-dependent
alternative splicing events, we identified a set of 178 exons
in 168 genes that have at least a 20-point differential in
%In between resting versus stimulated cells (Supplemental
Table S1). Among these signal-induced changes in alternative splicing, 90 (51%) of the exons displayed increased
inclusion, and 88 (49%) of the exons displayed increased
skipping upon PMA stimulation. Notably, this list of ‘‘top
candidates’’ captures previously defined and biologically
important signal-responsive exons, including all three of
the immune-regulated alternative exons in the CD45 gene,
and also exons in the FYN, CUGBP2, and MAP4K2 genes
(Lynch and Weiss 2000; Rothrock et al. 2003; Ip et al. 2007;
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FIGURE 1. RNA-seq and RT-PCR validation of alternative splicing
in resting and PMA-stimulated JSL1 cells. (A) Work flow of RNA-seq
analysis of isoform expression in JSL1 cells. (B) Representative
RT-PCR of genes newly predicted by RNA-seq analysis to exhibit
differential isoform expression in resting (PMA) versus stimulated
(+PMA) JSL1 cells. The percent inclusion of the variable exon shown
is an average of at least three independent experiments. (*) Nonreproducible cryptic splice products that are not included in our
quantification. (C) Plot of differential in percent exon inclusion in
resting versus stimulated cells as calculated by RNA-seq (y-axis) and
RT-PCR (x-axis). The Pearson coefficient is calculated as 0.894.

Mallory et al. 2011). We next used low-cycle RT-PCR to
validate predicted changes in the levels of inclusion of
46 additional exons among the list of 178. These events were
chosen at random to represent a range from largest to smallest
predicted changes in %In, and included sets of exons that
display either increases or decreases in %In upon stimulation.
For 32 of these exons, we observe differential %In values
between resting and stimulated cells that are largely consistent
with the RNA-seq predictions, while an additional five genes
exhibited smaller yet statistically significant differential %In
values (p < 0.05 for all; paired Student’s t-test) (Fig 1B,C;
Table 1). Together with the six exons validated in previous
studies, the results from the RT-PCR validation experiments
confirmed changes in %In levels between resting and stimulated cells for 80% (43/52) of the tested events (Table 1;
Supplemental Table S1), with a Pearson correlation coefficient
of 0.894 between %In values derived from the RNA-seq and
RT-PCR-based measurements (Fig. 1C).
As further validation of the RNA-seq predictions, 11
of 12 exons predicted to have no notable change in %In
(<5-point differential) between resting and activated JSL1
cells also showed a lack of signal responsiveness by RT-PCR
analysis (Supplemental Table S2). Moreover, in general,
predictions based on fewer than 20 reads per splice junction,
or based on %In changes between resting and stimulated

JSL1 cells of <15%, were not supported by RT-PCR results
(data not shown). Therefore, we focused subsequent analyses on the set of 178 exons that are associated with a high
rate of validation. Given the number and length of the
RNA-seq reads analyzed in this study, we estimate that the
list of 178 regulated exons we have detected are represented by the top z40% most highly expressed genes in
JSL1 cells (Blencowe et al. 2009). However, given the unbiased nature of RNA-seq and our subsequent analysis (see
below), we anticipate that these 178 alternative splicing
events are representative of the larger set of signal-responsive cassette alternative exons in JSL1 cells.
To address whether signal-induced changes in mRNA
expression levels may have affected our detection of %In
changes, we next compared changes in total mRNA expression with changes in alternative splicing. In our previous,
smaller-scale analysis of mRNA expression in JSL1 cells, we
determined that upon PMA treatment, a similar percentage
of genes exhibited alternative splicing changes as transcriptional changes. However, there was no significant overlap
between the sets of genes affected by each process (Ip et al.
2007). In the present study, of 10,374 genes for which we
obtained reliable sequence coverage in either resting or
stimulated cells (10 or more reads per 50 bp of gene length),
312 exhibit a change of twofold or greater in mRNA
expression between resting and stimulated cells (Supplemental Table S3). As observed in previous studies profiling
gene expression in T cells (Lin et al. 2003; Ip et al. 2007), we
observe that a larger number of genes are up-regulated upon
stimulation than are repressed (207 vs. 115). Importantly,
further consistent with our previous studies (Ip et al. 2007),
none of the 178 differentially spliced exons are located
within this set of 312 transcriptionally regulated genes.
Therefore, while alternative splicing and transcriptional
changes affect a similar percentage of genes, in general, these
regulatory processes do not directly impact one another in
the context of signal-induced changes in JSL1 cells.
Interestingly, the signal-responsive exons we have identified are significantly enriched in genes involved in many
aspects of cellular development and activity relevant to
T-cell function, including cell signaling and gene expression, as well as functions that are specifically related to
lymphocyte biology such as immune cell trafficking, inflammatory response, immunologic disease and cell-mediated immune response (p < 0.03; Fischer’s exact test) (Fig.
2A; Supplemental Table S4A). Importantly, when we score
the genes containing the set of 178 exons for involvement
in specific signaling pathways, we observe enrichment in
many of the signaling cascades that are triggered in response to T-cell activation and that are required for T-cell
effector functions, such as NF-kB and JNK and MAP kinase
signaling, as well as Rho-mediated changes in cell migration
(Fig. 2B; Supplemental Table S4B; Smith-Garvin et al. 2009).
Together, these results strongly suggest that alternative
splicing likely plays a major role in shaping the T-cell
www.rnajournal.org
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TABLE 1. Signal-responsive exons in JSL1 cells validated by RT-PCR (n $ 3)
Gene
SLMAP
FAM36A
CELF2
TRAF3
BRD8
NGLY1
ZC3H14
SEC16A-E1
PPP1R12A
MACF1
REPS1
AKAP9
CD45-E6
H2AFY
TRIM26
EHMT2
DDHD1
MAP4K2
TIR8
LUC7L
CD45-E4
PIGQ
SEC16A-E2
CD45-E5
MAP2K7
CARD8
Fyn
ZNF384
ERP29
TRIM65
CKB
FAM21C
UGCGL1
MAP7D1
FIP1L1
LRRC28
MYL6
CCDC14
GALT
MAP3K7
ATF2
ARMC10
FAM33A

%Inc PMA
RT-PCR

StDv

%Inc +PMA
RT-PCR

StDv

RT-PCR
differential

%Inc PMA
RNA-seq

%Inc +PMA
RNA-seq

RNA-seq
differential

74
69
84
95
70
70
56
32
27
28
89
55
31
94
46
73
29
52
49
12
20
23
61
94
47
21
30
64
66
85
39
36
21
57
33
77
79
51
71
12
56
56
44

2
2
5
1
2
6
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
5
2
3
4
4
3
2
2
3
1
5
2
3
2
2
3
4
3
1
1
1
2
4
2
3
1
1
1
1

11
31
48
59
37
43
81
8
3
5
67
33
11
74
64
91
12
68
64
27
5
37
75
80
33
8
18
76
77
96
50
25
10
67
23
87
89
41
80
4
63
49
38

2
2
1
3
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
3
4
6
4
3
1
3
3
4
2
4
1
2
1
3
4
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
1
0
2
1
1

63
38
36
36
33
27
25
24
24
23
22
22
20
20
18
18
17
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
13
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
9
8
7
7
6

81
90
92
98
71
94
55
53
68
41
95
72
80
83
77
56
55
65
55
48
33
67
71
94
61
88
100
47
49
76
65
78
62
64
71
73
73
94
54
35
44
89
90

7
48
63
78
29
59
84
17
9
12
75
41
52
52
97
87
16
90
91
88
8
94
91
69
39
58
76
87
95
100
86
46
16
84
31
94
93
75
93
8
68
68
63

74
42
29
20
42
35
29
36
59
29
20
31
28
31
20
31
39
25
36
40
25
27
20
25
22
30
24
40
46
24
21
32
46
20
40
21
20
19
39
27
24
21
27

Percent variable exon inclusion (%Inc) determined by RT-PCR or RNA-seq in resting (PMA) or stimulated (+PMA) cells. Differential between
samples /+PMA, and standard deviation (StDv) of RT-PCR results are given.

response to stimulation. Moreover, in light of previous
work demonstrating important functional roles for a few
alternative splicing events in T cells (Jacobsen et al. 2000;
Lynch 2004; Mallory et al. 2011), we predict that many of
the new examples of regulated exons we identify here also
contribute to an optimal immune response.
Genes that displayed differential expression at the transcript level were also significantly enriched for functions
related to T-cell biology, including almost all of the functional categories enriched among the genes with regulated
alternatively splicing events (p < 0.03) (Supplemental Fig S1;
1032
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Supplemental Table S5A,B). Interestingly, only ‘‘RNA
trafficking’’ was identified as a function uniquely enriched
among the alternatively spliced genes (Supplemental Fig.
S1B). In contrast, transcription appears to regulate a broad
spectrum of functions not impacted by alternative splicing,
including general functions such as protein synthesis and
trafficking, cellular morphology and mobility, and functions
related to metabolism (Supplemental Fig. S1B; Supplemental
Table S5A,B). Functions enriched among transcripts upregulated by cell stimulation were largely overlapping those
enriched among repressed genes (Supplemental Fig. S1A).
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FIGURE 2. Genes that undergo signal-responsive alternative splicing in JSL1 cells are enriched for activities required for T-cell function. (A) The
178 exons identified as signal-responsive in this study were analyzed by IPA (Ingenuity Systems; http://www.ingenuity.com) for functional
categories. The categories graphed show above-threshold significance ½log(P-value) > 1.5 in enrichment relative to the 11,000 exons that were
detectable in the RNA-seq analysis. The numbers above the bar graph represent the number of genes that score for each category. (B) Same as A,
but genes were analyzed for their involvement in canonical signaling pathways.

Strikingly, however, the pathways enriched among the upregulated and down-regulated genes are entirely distinct
(Supplemental Fig. S1C; Supplemental Table S5C,D).
Moreover, only one signaling pathway (NF-kB) includes
genes regulated at both the level of transcription and
alternative splicing (Supplemental Fig. S1D). Therefore,
whereas both transcriptional and splicing regulation have
the ability to influence T-cell biology, these mechanisms
appear to do so through distinct signaling or functional
pathways.
A subset of signal-responsive exons in JSL1 cells
have similar behavior in primary T cells
We next asked whether the signal-responsive exons detected in JSL1 cells are also regulated in response to antigen

challenge of mature, peripheral T cells. CD4+ peripheral
T cells were isolated from multiple donors and stimulated
in culture with the lectin PHA, which functions as a surrogate antigen to stimulate the canonical T-cell receptor
signaling pathway(s). Alternative splicing changes were then
assayed for the top 25 genes in Table 1 by RT-PCR analysis of RNA harvested from resting or stimulated T cells
from multiple independent donors. This revealed that
68% (17/25) of the tested exons show a statistically significant change in %In following PHA stimulation, whereas
the remaining eight exons did not detectably respond to
antigen stimulation (Fig 3A–D; Table 2). Similar results to
those observed in the CD4+ T cells were obtained in CD8+
peripheral T cells, and also when either CD4+ or CD8+
T cells were stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies
instead of PHA (data not shown).
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 3. Analysis of activation-induced splicing in CD4+ primary cells relative to JSL1 cells. (A) Graphical representation of the change in
percent exon inclusion between resting and PHA-stimulated CD4+ cells (purple bars) compared with the change observed between resting and
PMA-stimulated JSL1 cells (gray bars). The percent exon inclusion differential was calculated by RT-PCR and averaged from at least three
independent donors (CD4+) and/or experiments (JSL1). Exons were further grouped in one of three categories: (I) responding similarly in both
cell types (purple tint), (II) responding in an opposing manner in the two cell types (blue tint), or (III) showing no statistically significant change
upon PHA treatment of CD4+ cells. See also Tables 1 and 2 for details. (B–D) Representative RT-PCR of isoform expression in resting (PHA)
versus stimulated (+PHA) CD4+ primary T cells, for genes in categories I (B), II (C), or III (D). The percent inclusion of variable exon shown is an
average of at least three independent experiments.

Although the majority (10/17) of the PHA-dependent
changes in alternative splicing in CD4+ primary cells were
in the same direction (i.e., more or less exon inclusion) as
the changes seen upon PMA treatment of JSL1 cells (Fig
3A,B; Table 2), some of the PHA-responsive exons (7/17)
showed an opposite change in the PHA-stimulated primary
cells compared with the PMA-stimulated JSL1 cells (Fig
3A,C; Table 2). Similar reciprocal changes in alternative
splicing between JSL1 and CD4+ cells have been noted in
previous studies (Ip et al. 2007; Mallory et al. 2011). The
simplest explanation for this differential effect is that PMA
triggers multiple distinct signaling pathways in JSL1 cells,
some of which mimic canonical T-cell signaling, while
others have opposing effects.
A PMA-sensitive pathway in JSL1 cells uniquely
mimics TCR-signal-induced alternative splicing
in primary T cells
The classical model of T-cell signaling posits that antigen
challenge and pre-TCR engagement activate Ras and calciumdependent signaling pathways that synergize to achieve an
optimal response (Smith-Garvin et al. 2009). PMA is thought
to primarily trigger the Ras-dependent branch of this signal1034
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ing cascade, while the calcium ionophore ionomycin induces
calcium signaling. However, there is much evidence suggesting overlap or cross talk between these pathways in JSL1
cells. Most conspicuously, PMA alone triggers maximal
expression of TNF-a in JSL1 cells with no synergy observed
upon the addition of ionomycin (Fig. 4A). This result is
striking since transcription from the TNF-a promoter has
been well-documented to require Ca2+ signaling along with
Ras stimulation (Tsai et al. 1996; Lopez-Rodriguez et al.
2001). Moreover, treatment of JSL1 cells with ionomycin
results in at least partial expression of the cell-surface
protein CD69 (Fig. 4B), which is traditionally considered
a marker of Ras activation (D’Ambrosio et al. 1994).
Therefore, PMA and ionomycin stimulation of JSL1 cells
does not fit a clear-cut model of independent Ras and Ca2+
signaling, respectively.
Given the apparent unconventional signaling in JSL1 cells,
we wished to better delineate the pathways through which the
various ‘‘PMA-responsive’’ genes are regulated. In particular,
we sought to determine the relative contribution of ionomycin-induced signaling in the alternative splicing events we
have identified. Notably, we find that 10 of the top 25 PMAresponsive genes show at least 50% of the maximal PMA
response when stimulated with ionomycin alone (Fig. 4C,
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TABLE 2. Exon expression in mature human T cells (n $ 3)
CD4+
resting

StDv

CD4+
PHA

StDv

P < 0.05

CD4+
differential

JSL1
differential

Ionomycin-responsive

CD45-E5
CD45-E6
MAP2K7
CD45-E4
NGLY1
BRD8
TIR8
SEC16A-E2
EHMT2
ZC3H14

53
25
39
10
64
47
30
59
58
76

13
8
3
2
7
4
12
4
2
3

27
5
26
1
56
41
70
70
67
82

6
2
3
2
7
1
12
2
2
4

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

26
20
13
9
8
6
40
11
9
6

14
20
17
15
27
33
15
14
18
25

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

LUC7L
MAP4K2
TRIM26
CELF2
FAM36A
SEC16A-E1
AKAP9

64
78
88
40
51
11
67

8
3
4
4
6
1
2

16
47
58
75
61
17
72

8
4
6
9
6
3
3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

48
31
30
35
10
6
5

15
16
18
36
38
24
22

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

DDHD1
SLMAP
H2AFY
PPP1R12A
REPS1
MACF1
PIGQ
TRAF3

47
56
94
7
76
12
82
90

7
9
4
5
3
3
5
3

52
61
98
10
77
12
81
88

4
5
1
1
6
3
3
0

5
5
4
3
1
0
1
2

17
63
20
24
22
23
14
36

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N

Gene

Percent variable exon inclusion determined by RT-PCR in resting or stimulated (PHA) CD4+ cells. Standard deviation (StDv) is provided.
(*) Differences that have a P-value below 0.05.

leftmost 10 genes; Table 2). In contrast, the other 15 genes
did not display statistically significant or robust changes in
alternative splicing upon ionomycin treatment (Fig. 4C,
gene names between dotted lines). In no case did we
observe any synergy following costimulation with PMA
and ionomycin (data not shown). Therefore, we conclude
that there are at least two distinct signaling pathways
leading from PMA stimulation to alternative splicing, one
of which is triggered by both PMA and ionomycin and
another that is responsive only to PMA (Fig. 4D, purple
and maroon arrows, respectively).
To ask whether differential signaling pathways might
explain the distinct classes of alternative splicing response
patterns observed when analyzing different cell types, we
directly compared the ionomycin-response data with the data
from CD4+ T cells. Strikingly, we observe that all (10/10) of
the exons displaying the same directionality of change in
splicing upon stimulation of CD4+ and JSL1 cells are
responsive only to PMA, while six of the seven genes that
had an opposite splicing pattern in CD4+ and JSL1 cells are
also responsive to ionomycin. To investigate whether this
correlation might be predictive, we next assayed three additional genes that we have previously found to be anticorrelated in response to stimulation of JSL1 and CD4+ cells
(Lck, LEF1, Pyk2) (Ip et al. 2007). Remarkably, each of these

genes displays a change in splicing in response to ionomycin
that is similar to the response to PMA in JSL1 cells (Fig. 4C).
In contrast, the one additional gene (TRIM65) we have thus
far found to be spliced similarly in both PHA-stimulated
primary cells and PMA-stimulated JSL1s, is entirely unresponsive to ionomycin (Fig. 4C).
Taken together, these results suggest that for 40%
(10/25) of the genes initially characterized as ‘‘PMA-responsive’’ in JSL1 cells, the signaling pathway that leads to
splicing modulation overlaps with an ionomycin-triggered
cascade (Fig. 4D). Moreover, this ionomycin-triggered or
‘‘overlapping’’ pathway in JSL1 cells is distinct from signaling cascades triggered by antigen stimulation of CD4+
cells, and in some cases is even counter to the effects of
TCR signaling, at least in terms of alternative splicing
regulation (Fig. 4D). In contrast, we conclude that there is
a PMA-induced pathway in JSL1 cells that mimics, at least
at the level of alternative splicing, antigen stimulation of
mature peripheral T cells. Such a model is further consistent with the fact that we observe full TNF-a expression
with PMA alone, demonstrating that PMA is sufficient in
JSL1 cells to induce at least some transcriptional events
that typically require both a Ras and a Ca2+ signal.
However, we note that not all PMA-only-induced alternative splicing events in JSL1s are seen in CD4+ T cells,
www.rnajournal.org
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Distinct sequences correlate
with discrete signal-responsive
categories of alternative splicing
Finally, to begin to address whether the
different sets of signal-induced alternative splicing events detected in our
transcriptomic analysis are regulated by
distinct factors, we investigated whether
they are significantly enriched in specific sequence motifs indicative of binding sites of splicing regulators. An implication of the model in Figure 4D is
that exons that are regulated by a common signaling pathway (i.e., one of the
colored arrows in Fig. 4D) are likely
regulated by similar or overlapping
mechanisms. As most alternative splicing relies on the binding of regulatory
proteins to cis-acting control sequences
(Chen and Manley 2009), and in light
of previous observations that coregulated sets of alternative exons tend to
be regulated by one or more common
regulatory factors, we reasoned that
exons that fell into a given regulatory
category might share specific regulatory
motifs. We therefore queried each of
the three categories of genes in Table 2
using the motif finder MEME (Bailey
et al. 2009) to search for sequences that
are significantly enriched in the regulated exons or their flanking intron
sequences (see Materials and Methods).
For the exons, we only found a single
statistically enriched motif among the
‘‘category I’’ exons regulated similarly
in JSL1 and CD4 cells (Fig. 5A). StrikFIGURE 4. Analysis of signaling pathways in JSL1 cells and their effect on alternative splicing.
ingly, this enriched motif identified by
(A) Induction of TNF-a expression in response to PMA and/or ionomycin treatment of JSL1
cells. TNF-a mRNA was measured by RT-PCR, and the average of two experiments is shown. MEME encompasses the ‘‘activation-re(B) Cell-surface expression of CD69, as measured by flow cytometry, in JSL1 cells grown under sponse sequence’’ ½ARS = (A/C)YYGCA
resting (gray), PMA stimulated (red), or ionomycin-stimulated (blue) conditions. (C) Analysis that we have previously demonstrated to
of ionomycin-induced alternative splicing of the top 25 PMA-responsive genes. Ionomycin
responsiveness was quantified by RT-PCR from at least three independent experiments, and be critical for the regulation of each of
the difference in exon inclusion between resting and Ionomycin-stimulated cells was graphed the three CD45 variable exons (Rothrock
as a percent of splicing change observed upon PMA stimulation (PMA differential set to et al. 2003; Motta-Mena et al. 2011).
100%). (D) Model of signaling pathways in JSL1 versus CD4 cells as indicated by alternative MEME indeed identifies two copies of
splicing responsiveness.
the enriched motif in each of the CD45
variable exons, as we have previously
identified (Rothrock et al. 2003), and also identifies presuggesting that at least one PMA-induced mechanism in
viously unrecognized occurrences of this sequence motif
JSL1 cells is not functional in primary T cells (Fig. 3D;
in two additional exons in category I (Fig. 5A). This motif
Table 2). This could be due to the involvement of a
is not found in categories II or III, nor is it enriched in the
completely separate pathway or to the absence of one or
validated ‘‘nonresponsive’’ exons.
more factors that are specifically required for a branch of
In contrast to these results, we observe significantly enthe main PMA-only pathway (Fig. 4D, orange or pink
riched sequence motifs within intronic sequences flanking
arrows, respectively).
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DISCUSSION
Alternative splicing is an important
but under-investigated mechanism of
regulation of T-cell function during immune responses. In this study, we use
RNA-seq to identify genes that express
distinct isoforms in response to stimulation of a human T-cell line. We
identified 178 exons in 168 genes that
are subject to signal-induced alternative splicing. The vast majority of these
genes also exhibit differential isoform
expression in naive and activated primary T cells.
Importantly, only a few of the 178
exons belong to genes previously described to undergo signal-induced alternative splicing in T cells or in any
other system. For example, only 25 of
these exons were among the high-confidence set of alternative splicing level
predictions generated by our previous
quantitative alternative splicing microarray profiling study (Ip et al. 2007).
Conversely, many of the signal-induced alternative splicing changes predicted to occur based on our previous
FIGURE 5. Motif enrichment among signal-responsive alternative exons. (A) Logos of microarray profiling study were not
motif identified as enriched among category I exons and e-value of the enrichment (left)
along with the location and P-value of the motif in each of the five exons in which it was detected by RNA-seq analysis. This
identified (right). (B) Logos and corresponding e-values of the five motifs identified within can be attributed to the observations
the flanking introns of exons from categories I, II, and III, along with the names of the genes that a substantial number of the miin which each motif is found. Detail of motifs and locations are provided in Supplemental
croarray-profiled exons lack sufficient
Figure 1.
read coverage required to generate reliable predictions for splicing changes,
that the microarray platform is associated with a higher false-positive detection rate for
the regulated exons belonging to each of the three
splicing changes than is RNA-seq analysis, and possibly
categories (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Fig. S2). For categories
also because of false-negative detection in the RNA-seq
I and II, two distinct sequence motifs are enriched.
analysis (data not shown). Thus, while both systems are
Matches to these motifs were found in the intron both
capable of generating reliable predictions for alternative
upstream of and downstream from the variable exons.
splicing changes on a large scale, RNA-seq has the main
We also were able to identify a single motif in category
advantage of affording relatively unbiased detection of
III; however, this motif is present in only two of the eight
exons within expressed transcripts and, based on comgenes in the category and has a relatively low e-value.
parisons of relative RT-PCR validation rates (Ip et al.
Notably, the sequence motifs flanking the signal-respon2007; this study), is generally more quantitative. Regardsive exons are similar but not identical between the three
less, our results in the present study greatly expand the
categories, suggesting functional differences between the
repertoire of known signal-regulated splicing events.
regulatory factors that mediate signal-induced alternative
Moreover, because of the unbiased nature of RNA-seq
splicing of these sets of genes. This observation is conanalysis, these events are likely to be representative of the
sistent with the distinct signaling requirements for the
total spectrum of alternative exons that are regulated
regulation of alternative exons belonging to classes I,
during T-cell activation. This is further reflected by the
II, and III. In sum, we conclude that there are likely
enrichment of the set of 178 exons in gene function
multiple, distinct connections between signaling pathcategories that are specifically associated with the immune
ways and the regulatory factors that control splicing in
response.
T cells.
www.rnajournal.org
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Strikingly, the 178 exons are significantly enriched in
genes involved in mediating critical T-cell effector functions, such as cell signaling, proliferation and development, and immune cell trafficking. For example, MAP2K7
controls the activity of the cJun transcription factor, which
is essential for expression of cytokines and cell viability;
EHMT2 has been implicated in controlling apoptosis; and
TIR8 regulates Toll-like receptor signaling and the inflammation response (Hoffmann et al. 2008; Drexler et al.
2010; Huang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011). Therefore, although the precise functional impact of most of the splicing
events we have uncovered remains unexplored, alternative splicing is predicted to play a significant role in shaping
the ability of T cells to mount a robust and appropriate
immune response.
Finally, in addition to providing novel examples of
signal-induced alternative splicing, our data reveal important insights into the diversity of signaling pathways that
control splicing. Specifically, comparison of the responsiveness of splicing to various stimuli in the cultured
versus primary T cells enabled grouping of the signalresponsive exons into at least three distinct networks. Importantly, we find that each regulatory network is characterized by distinct sequence features, further suggesting
independent regulatory mechanisms.
While directly testing the functionality of any of the
intronic motifs in Figure 5 is beyond the scope of this
study, the relevance of our motif analysis is strongly suggested by the unbiased identification of the known ARS
regulatory motif among the category I genes. We have
previously shown that the ARS motif functions by recruiting hnRNP L, LL, and PSF to regulate the category I exons
in the CD45 gene (Rothrock et al. 2005; Tong et al. 2005;
Melton et al. 2007; Topp et al. 2008; Motta-Mena et al.
2010). Our identification of the ARS motif in EHMT2 and
TIR8 suggests that hnRNP L, LL, and/or PSF may also
regulate at least a subset of additional category I exons.
Interestingly, however, a G-rich motif was also identified
in the introns of EHMT2 and TIR8, implying potential
cross talk between signaling pathways and/or regulatory
factors in mediating the final outcome of splicing of these
genes. Moreover, the fact that the ARS motif was not
enriched in exons outside category I underscores the likelihood that the category II and III exons are regulated
by pathways and factors other than those described for
the ARS-containing CD45 gene. Further identification of
the regulatory factors will be required to fully delineate
the signaling networks that control diverse alternative
splicing events; however, our studies clearly demonstrate
the presence of distinct regulatory pathways. Therefore, in
summary, the data presented in this study provide a valuable basis for the future characterization of the function
and mechanisms of alternative splicing networks controlled by distinct signal-induced pathways during T-cell
stimulation.
1038
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
JSL1 cells (Lynch and Weiss 2000) were cultured in RPMI
supplemented with 5% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum
(FBS). For stimulations, JSL1 cells were cultured with PMA
(10 ng/mL; Sigma-Aldrich), ionomycin (1 mM; Sigma-Aldrich)
or both for 60 h. DMSO was used as a vehicle control in all
experiments.
CD4+ peripheral blood T cells were obtained from the University of Pennsylvania Human Immunology Core (IRB protocol
#811028) with an average purity of 90%–95%. CD4+ cells were
maintained in RPMI supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated
FBS. CD4+ cells were collected from six donors and separately
cultured under resting or stimulated (PHA; 10 mg/mL, SigmaAldrich L9017) conditions for 60 h.

RNA sequencing and analysis
Human UniGene sequences (build #208) and human genomic
sequences (build #36) were downloaded from NCBI (ftp://ftp.
ncbi.nih.gov/repository/UniGene/Homo_sapiens/, ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.
gov/genomes/H_sapiens/). RefSeq data were downloaded from
UCSC (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/database/
refGene.txt.gz). Cassette alternative splicing events (n = 27,240)
were mined from aligning EST/cDNA sequences to genomic sequence essentially as described previously (Pan et al. 2004, 2005;
Saltzman et al. 2011).
The RNA-seq reads analyzed were 50-mers. For each splice
site junction sequence aligned to sequence reads, a 90-nt-long
sequence was extracted with 45 nt of overlap in each upstream
and downstream exon. RNA-seq reads were mapped to exon–
exon junction sequences, and the mapped reads were filtered as
previously described (Pan et al. 2008). Percent exon inclusion
values (%In) were calculated by counting the number of reads
mapping uniquely (i.e., not mapping to another splice junction
or genomic sequence) to the three junctions formed by alternative splicing of a single cassette skipping event. Specifically,
the ratio of the average count for reads mapping to the two
splice junctions formed by exon inclusion (C1:A, A:C2), over
the total count for reads mapping both to the included exon
junctions (C1:A, A:C2) and to the skipped exon junction
(C1:C2), was determined. Percent exon inclusion values predicted for cassette AS events represented by 20 or more reads to
at least one of these three junctions were shown to have a high
correlation (r = 0.80) with independent AS microarray and RTPCR measurements (Pan et al. 2008; Saltzman et al. 2011), and
thus were considered high-confidence RNA-seq predictions for
%In levels.
For gene expression measurements, reads uniquely mapping
to representative RefSeq cDNAs were counted, and genes were
filtered for those with 10 or more reads per 50 bp, which approximates the threshold for read coverage we used for the
exon junction analysis. Reads per kilobase of cDNA per million
reads (RPKM) values for each gene were determined. Ratios
of RPKM values in resting and stimulated cells were then
determined, and genes with a log base 2 ratio >2, or <2, were
considered to be genes highly regulated at the level of expression
upon stimulation.
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